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Alma, the chic vegetal  

Karen Tan, a young Chinese-French designer based in Los Angeles, has spent the past several years 
developing a minimalist and elegant style, with a predilection for 50s-erathe retro-futurism, which she 
disseminates through small touches in her contemporary creations.

Design Fiction
Karen Tan conceives ambient design as the creation of a fictional experience within a space and a time, 
where moments of daily life give rise to moments of spectacle and meditation. Thus, the design of 
Alma -  a posh French restaurant in Los Angeles - features the idea of going out to eat as one goes out 
to the movies, or watches a fictional piece.

Chic Vegetal
Like its other facilities, we enter and wander: crossing a lush green wall, a corridor of nature that makes 
us forget our urban environment, we enter the heart of the restaurant - subdued, hushed and chic - 
where one immediately feels at ease. A harmonious declination of gray blue tones welcomes us with 
square-curved furniture.

Retro-futurism
Faithful to her retro-futuristic touch, Karen Tan has created alcoves, spaceship design modules, and 
intimate cocoons that house both moments of food tasting and exchanges of words, confidences 
which are the prerogative of every meal.

Between nature and artifices
The less talkative will always be able to turn to the spectacle of the bar and the busyness of the service, 
or ponder on the contrast between the natural materials and the plant installations, the daylight and 
the artificial light. They will also be able to admire the ceiling covered with glass flowers that orient our 
gaze towards the outside - and these singular details of the installation: the material of the cushions, 
the elements of false nature inside the decoration, and other small surprises integrated with this 
transposed nature in an inner world. Alma offers an environment that is both exotic and familiar.
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